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Technical specifications
Type Midi tower
Recommended for Gaming
Dimensions: 455*215*475 mm (L*W*H)
Motherboard standard ATX/ Micro ATX/ ITX
Drive bays:
Maximum number of fans 6
Pre-installed fans:
Space for power supply Bottom of the case
Tunnel for power supply unit YES
Maximum height of CPU cooler 165 mm
GPU maximum lengts 380 mm
Possibility to install watercooling YES
Side panel with a window YES (tempered glass)
Filter under the power supply unit YES
Filter on the top panel YES
Filter on the front panel YES
Chassis thickness 0.8 mm
Net weight 8.23 kg



Product description

MODECOM VOLCANO AMIRANI

MODECOM VOLCANO AMIRANI is a spacious PC case that responds to the current trends in PC
case  manufacturing.  It  provides  wide  variety  of  options  when  it  comes  to  component
arrangement and attractive design. Our case comes in two color versions: black and white.

10 reasons why you should buy it

1. WIDE POSSIBILITY OF ARRANGEMENT
Large arrangement options, spacious and airy interior.
2. FANS
MODECOM Volcano Amirani has pre-installed one 120 mm fan
on the back and three 120 mm fans on the front. On the top of
the case, you can install additional fans.
3. PCIE BRACKETS WITH SCREWS
All PCIe brackets are with screws.
4. VERTICAL GPU MOUNTING
Vertical mounting of the graphics card (optional).
5. RUBBER CABLE GROMMET
They are designed to protect the cables against damage.
6. SSD / HDD INSTALLATION
Hard drives - SSD or HDD can be installed in the tunnel or on
the back of the motherboard tray. This gives a lot of freedom
in interior design.
7. TUNNEL
The  power  supply  tunnel  separates  the  PSU  from  other
components. This solution ensures a lower temperature inside
the housing.
8. TEMPERED GLASS
Tempered glass side panel.
9. MESH MESH AND FILTERS
Mesh  and  anti-dust  filters.  All  this  to  keep  the  temperatures
inside  the  housing  as  low  as  possible.
10. MODERN DESIGN
MODECOM Volcano Amirani has its own charm. It is a modern
case for building a modern gaming computer

COOLING

Front panel of the provides great ventilation capabilities as its
whole front face is made with mesh. Also side parts of the



front panel have mesh installed, which additionally increase
the total surface available for air intake. Both front and top
panels  come  with  magnetically  installed  dust  filters.  Bottom
air intake also comes with air filter for PSU and whole system
ventilation. The case has pre-installed 4 fans. On the front
there are pre-installed 3 x 120 mm fans. Another 120 mm fan
is installed on the back panel for air exhaust. The case offers
many more options for cooling the components. Front panel
allows to install 2 x 140 mm or 2 x 200 mm fans. Top panel
allows  for  2  x  120  mm or  2  x  140  mm fans  installation.
Optionally there is also possibility to install 2 x 120 mm fans
on top of PSU cover.

SSD/HDD INSTALLATION

MODECOM VOLCANO AMIRANI is equipped in several storage
installation options. It comes with HDD bracket that can be
found underneath PSU cover. It provides space to install up to
2 x 3.5” HDD. On the back of motherboard tray there is also
bracket for 2x2.5” SSD/HDD installation. Such bracket can be
also found on top of the PSU cover. In addition you may also
use it to install 3.5” HDD.

FUNCTIONAL, MODERN INTERIOR

The VOLCANO AMIRANI PC case allows to freely arrange the
interior according to individual preferences with the use of the
most modern components, while maintaining their excellent
cooling. The cleanliness of the inside of the housing is ensured
by  easily  removable  filters  available  on  the  front,  top  and
bottom  of  the  housing.

SPACE ARRANGEMENT

We’ve included special bracket to allow vertical installation of
your GPU. It is installed in place of standard expansion slots.
What  is  important,  such  location  allows  significant  space  for
GPU ventilation as the there is quite some space from GPU to
the tempered glass side panel.  On the other side there is
enough space left  on the right  side of  the case for  cable
management.  We have  also  included  velcro  cable  ties  for
additional ease of arranging the cables of your system.



Additional information

Long graphics card
Graphics cards up to 380 mm lenght.

Solid and durable construction
High quality 0.8 mm thick black painted SPCC steel.

CPU cooling
Possibility to mount a CPU cooler with a maximum height of
165 mm.

PSU
For better air exchange, the power supply is mounted on the
bottom of the housing in a special tunnel.

Perfect ventilation
Mesh front panel ensuring excellent ventilation.

Anti-dust filters
Filters located directly under the power supply and on the
front panel prevent dust from getting inside the housing.


